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About This Game

Over 6 years in development, BIONITE: Origins is the first in a series of games set in the future of mankind. The mysterious
element called “Bionite” is accidentally found on Venus by a crew of prospectors looking for deposits of Helium3. They soon

learn that Bionite has a very unique quality that has laid dormant for thousands of years. In order to extract the Bionite a massive
mining operation is built on Venus. As the result of a minor disagreement with the military, a group of scientists are banished
from Earth and form their own faction dedicated to stopping the military. Because of its nefarious uses by the military and the

spread of mining facilities throughout the galaxy, the Rebel Faction has dedicated itself to stopping all Bionite production.
Players can participate in battles on the Military Side (IMI) or for the Rebel Faction. Sniping an enemy vehicle for infiltrating

the enemy base is a great way to launch a sneak attack…

The game includes 3 maps; The Emze Mine (located on Venus), Biodome 24 (located on Mars), and Hadley’s Hope (located on
the Moon). This release is a single player version against the computer which includes Skirmish Mode. The fully developed turn
based missions are currently in development and will be released with the Full Version. It is also intended to introduce gamers to

the complex command system used in the game. There is a learning curve for Bionite: Origins and requires some time to
develop the skills necessary to lead a successful campaign against the enemy. We like to think of the game as “Chess on

Steroids”. It requires players to understand how to develop successful military strategies while relying on vehicle-driving skills
to win and advance in rank.
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Title: Bionite: Origins
Genre: Action, Indie, Simulation, Strategy, Early Access
Developer:
Platoon Studios
Publisher:
Platoon Studios
Release Date: 24 Dec, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP SP3

Processor: Intel Pentium 4 2.4 GHz+ / AMD 2.0 GHz+

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: NVidia GeForce 6600GT+ / ATI X700+

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 2 GB available space

Sound Card: Yes

English
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bionite origins

Whaaaat? O_0
This game ... I am not patient enough.
Too foreign feling.
Dislike, dislike I say!. Quite a nice game, I liked it. Not a whole lot of playtime, though I did miss a few of the achievements
somewhere. Nice story with a bit of puzzle to it, I sure hope we get a sequel though. Not quite my style of game, but I'd
definitely recommend it, especially for free!. Theatre of War 2 isn't a fun game. It is a diehard realistic tactical warfare
simulator-RTS. There are people who enjoy these kind of unwieldy games, for example people who like to play ARMA or
people who like to play Hearts of Iron.

This is not for everyone, but if you are one of those aforementioned people, you will have a blast with this.. Too early...
everything seems unfinished about this game..... The Constant F***ing Pausing every single F***ing time a soldier dies kills
this game. I do not recommend.. This DLC actually improves the base game despite introducing some useless items (and some
very useful ones) and that's exactly what DLC is supposed to do: charge you more money for stuff that should have been there
in the first place.. For what it costs to but this add on, it's just not worth, not adding it to your collection. If you've not bought
any DLC, for this game, I would advise this as a taster, as it will not cost you a lot. Still use this Class47 and rolling stock,
regular on Paddington Route, and south East.

It's worth the purchase just to try, and see if you want extra DLC.... Great additional content for a great game.. Needs more
love. Its such a solid good game.
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Early access my♥♥♥♥♥ Dont even bother getting this game. its crappy
you cant change sensetivity. or bind any key.
there's nothing to do in the game exept kill each other.
just no.. Picked this game up as part of a humble bundle, had never heard of it before that.
Good: The humor is the best feature. There's plenty of pop culture references, without being meme-spouting. The arena mode is
a nice addition/change of pace.
Bad: I beat the story mode by just spamming the main attack and an occasional jump+main attack, even all the bosses. None of
the enemies drop anything, nor are you allowed to bash open any inanimate objects. Would be nice if they dropped coin that
could be used to buy something or temp. weapons as many ohter beat em ups do.
Ugly: the level designs, I get that its the retro/pixel style art, but most of the bgs are cheese.

4/10.. If you already like the game and you want to add some extra replay value to it, you can't go wrong with this. Buying this
gives you access to workshop ships and 'shadow missions', which are special missions that are assigned to each ship. Making a
workshop ship yourself is quite easy, though these new ships might take some getting used to.
There's some ships that are purposely hard to use (extremely fast, slidey, or god help you if it has auto-aim). It can be fun to try
and make a difficult ship work, but it can be very frustrating depending on the mission. Every mission has a punishment if you
lose your ship once, ranging from "lose tiny bit of progress" to "lose ALL progress", meaning at some point or another, you'll
have to get through difficult tracks without dying. Normally this wouldn't be a problem, but some ships are REALLY difficult
to not randomly smack into something.
It can get quite challenging, but if you're down for it, or just want to make some dumb ships for yourself, it's worth getting.
(Just be aware that you'll have to beat some missions to gain access to the more powerful ships). Have you ever paid $89.00 for
a game and found it too be a big pile a unplayable rubbish. Well for this game i only paid $12.74 and for that price it has
achieved a great deal more than some more costly games have. Its playable, no soul stealing bugs and it would give me
entertainment on a rainy day. It probably should be defined as a casual simulator type game as its not realy a full on simulator.
My only minor complaint would be that sometimes its hard to get your vehicle to its destination(rare). Thumbs up to the
creators.

Note: I have never forgotten a steam review where a reviewer compained about a 99 cent game. You get what you pay for, if
you get more than what you pay for its a bonus and why complain.. Great Game, got it on 2 computers and my iPad.
Unfortunately it doesn't work on my mac with 10.8.2.
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